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If you chose a GMC, you enjoy luxurious driving plus also the craftsmanship that this great
company is noted for. GMC Sierra is often a preferred choice for someone who plans on
outdoor fun. Your GMC Sierra is ready to succeed on any landscape, but must have the highest
quality parts so it can drive to where you want to go. When contemplating rock solid styling and
long lasting performance you want a stylish vehicle from GMC. If you need to accommodate for
going on long road trips with the family, you will want a car with room that can give you all the
space you need by choosing the GMC Sierra Advanced safety features are available for each car
and truck built by GMC. For long road trips, features that can make for a more pleasant journey
for your riders include integrated video players. Your GMC Sierra Grille is positioned directly in
front of the radiator and permits cooler air into the engine compartment, lowering the
temperature of the radiator. This element protects engine compartment elements and other
fragile parts from rocks or debris. A GMC Sierra Grille keeps the engine from injury because of
road debris; this element can be attractive as well as useful. Your car's GMC Sierra Grille
benefits the car's air conditioner system by letting cool air to move around the condenser. They
are available for the following GMC Sierra years: , , , , , , 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, Like many pickups, it
is also easy to customize, so you can choose from a variety of choices when you want to
replace its grille or other components. That allows you to make sure your vehicle is as
individual as you are. Parts Geek makes it easy to find the GMC Sierra Grille you want by
keeping a variety of selections on hand that includes every manufacturer we can find providing
options. That means you will be able to choose between original equipment manufacturer
replacements and aftermarket suppliers like Action Crash Parts. The grille is the part on the
front of the car that protects the radiator from debris. It does this without blocking the air flow
that the radiator needs to be able to bring the engine coolant down to temperature before
recirculating it. It accomplishes this task through the use of a lattice design that catches the
debris without creating a solid barrier. In general, you want to replace the grille whenever it
takes damage from debris. There is a chance that everything will be safe with just a small crack
or a single chip, but if the damage compromises the design of the grille, it becomes ineffective
as a barrier protecting the radiator. Considering the cost of radiators, a replacement grille is a
deal. This part us well priced and in perfect condition. It is the exact part with the hardware for
my truck. I will be buying more from this company soon. Nicely wrapped, shipped with no
damage. I definitely will recommend partsgeek to all my car friends. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service
page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. T-Rex Grille. Material Stainless Steel. What is a Sierra Grille? When Should
the Sierra Grille be Replaced? Read more reviews. Catalog: D. Catalog: F. Vehicle GMC Sierra
Catalog: T. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Truckin Magazine how to. In the case of
custom truck styling, this passage couldn't be closer to the truth. We see constant
reincarnations of many different styling cues in custom truck builds every day. Many of which
happened for the first time in this very magazine. If you had to argue this point by using an
example, then the ''06 GM series trucks would definitely get your point across. They continue to
be restyled by truck enthusiasts every day, thanks to the many different front end
configurations that were available for the GMT body style of truck. Of course, this is nothing
new to the GM crowd. It seems that as far back as GM trucks go in model years most of the front
sheetmetal is interchangeable to give an owner an updated lookâ€”even if you're mostly just
interchanging components from different years and brands. To complete the look, many of the
early Sierra owners of that body style update the ''02 bumper to the ''06 model. These mods can
bring new life to an old and tired-looking truck, allowing one to fall back in love with their daily
driver. Follow along as we show you how to transform a Sierra with the help of a stack of
replacement parts from our friends at LMC Truck and a few basic skills. Un updated look was
provided by LMC Truck with a plethora of new parts, and a Grillcraft mesh grille for the finishing
touch. The transformation begins by removing the bolt and clips that hold the stock chrome
grille. Next, we unbolted the front bumper from the frame and removed the outer brackets as
well. As soon as the front end was disassembled, we cleaned the area and sprayed a coat of
Eastwood's Rust Encapsulator paint over the entire radiator support. The matte finish made it
look brand new and provides the perfect backdrop to our soon-to-be-installed parts. We
removed the GMC hood and brought it over to our worktable, where we used a flexible material
such as this tie strap to mark the body lines of the GMC hood. Next we used tape and some
heavy paper to mark out a template that we'll use to transfer onto the Silverado hood. Notice
that we marked on the template where the body lines meet as well. This is very important when
aligning up the template to the Silverado hood. Using the same tie strap that we made our

marks on, we compared the body line marks on the GMC hood with the body lines of the
Silverado hood. Then using the template that we made from the leading edge of the GMC hood,
we transferred the pattern onto the Silverado hood. Now the fun began as we used a cutoff tool
to remove the corners of the Silverado hood. Flipping the hood over we could see that we
needed to make a patch to ensure the integrity on the leading edge of the hood. First, we made
a paper pattern that filled the gap and doubled up the hood edge. Next we cut the pattern out of
gauge steel on this throatless sheer from Eastwood and trimmed until we had a perfect fit. To
help maintain a clean and consistent leading edge of the hood, we used a metal coat hanger
really! After the rod was welded in place, we began to grind the leading edge into shape before
heading back to install it on the truck. The sheetmetal was no longer perfectly flat after the
welding process, so the noticeably high spots were tapped down with a body hammer before a
small wipe of Evercoat's metal glaze was spread over the corners. After we were satisfied with
our bodywork, a coat of Eastwood's self-etching primer was applied over the work area to
prevent any sealant issues. We later followed up with a coat of black to make the hood uniform
while we were waiting for the next step. Moving onto the grille insert, we chose to use a
mesh-style insert from Grillcraft. Step one for installing this insert is to cut out the factory cross
bars of our new replacement work truck grille with the use of a body saw. After removing the
center bars, we were sure to file down any leftover slag from the cut, leaving the opening clean.
We dropped the Grillcraft insert into place and checked the fitment of the insert before flipping
the grille over to secure it to the grille shell. We marked the holes in the tabs and removed the
insert, then drilled holes in the shell with our trusty uni-bit. Next, place the J-clips that are
provided in the insert kit. We finished it off by placing the insert back into the space, and used
the provided screws to hold the insert to the grille shell. To install the new front bumper, we
needed to cut off the factory frame hold mount that held the old bumper in place. Next, using
the new brackets from LMC truck, we marked and drilled where the holes needed to be in the
frame so that the later-style brackets could be bolted onto the framerails. Now the new brackets
were bolted into place. We left things loose, and later ended up going back and shimming the
bracket upward and oblonging the holes to push the bumper outward to get a clean fit. With
both of the bumper mounts set in place, we were able to move on to mounting the chrome
bumper to the bumper mounts. The headlights that we chose to run with on this project are
black Denali style from LMC truck that make the truck look new and fresh. To install them they
are set in place with the factory-style slide bars. With both the headlights and the park lamps set
in place, we were able to install the grille assembly that uses the factory-style clips and bolt to
hold it on. Speaking of which, we were smart enough to order all the hardware kits that were
available with their parts. It makes the installation a whole lot easier. The lower foglamps from
LMC were bolted to the chrome bumper prior to mounting the lower section or paintable portion
of the bumper assembly. This section is held in place by many factory-style fasteners supplied
in the kit from LMC truck. At this point, the Sierra front end is back in one piece. But there is still
a long way to go before we're calling it done. Stay tuned! Sources Eastwood Company. More
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